2019 GPSD ASL Bowl Competition
Judges’ Score Sheet: ASL STORYTELLING
Judge Number: __________Student Competitor Number: __________
Traits:

1

2

3

4

5

Subtotal:

Theme
Incorporation
Tree of Life

Does not use the
theme in any way

Uses the theme somewhat

Uses the theme in a
meaningful, creative, and
comprehensive way

Time Limit

Runs either well under
two minutes or well
over five minutes in
length

Runs almost two minutes or
just over five minutes in length

Runs between two and five
minutes in length

Introduction

Lacks many of the
correct, required
elements and is not in
order, fingerspelling is
hard to read or is too
fast
No formality in outfit,
top is not solid;
provides no contrast to
skin, not semi-formal
pants and shoes
Appears to be a copy or
a version of something
already created

Lacks some of the elements,
not fingerspelled, unclear
fingerspelling, may not be in
order

Includes student’s
fingerspelled first and last
name, genre type, sub-genre,
fingerspelled title, all in order

Wears somewhat semi-formal
outfit, top is mostly solid,
provides a little contrast, not
semi-formal pants or shoes

Wears semi-formal outfit, solid
top, adds contrast to skin
color, semi-formal pants and
shoes

Has been used before, but has
a uniquely different version

Is unique, one-of-a-kind, and
singular in its content

Narrative
Structure

Does not follow
traditional narrative
structure

Has an undefined
opening/closing and/or has
missing plot elements

Uses an opening and closing,
characters, setting,
problem/solution, and climax

ASL Grammar

Includes many English
constructs

Includes features from both
ASL and English, English
mouthing

Includes ASL syntactical
structures, NMS, and prosody

Does not follow a
certain genre type

Follows, but mixes two or
more of the required genre
types, causing confusion

Moral/
Lesson

Has no moral or lesson

The lesson or moral is weak or
is not tied to the theme

Follows 1 of 4: Original Fiction,
Narrative of Personal
Experience, Cinematographic
Story, or Folk Tale
The lesson or moral is
profound, meaningful, and is
tied to the theme

Overall
Presentation

Lacks a point, lacks
luster, and needs
professionalism

Apparel

Story
Originality

Genre Type

/5

/5

Needs polishing on driving the
point home, needs energy, and
needs a professional look

Hits the nail on the head, very
entertaining, extremely
professional

/5

/5
/5
/5
/5
/5
/5
/5

Total:

/50
Notes:

2019 GPSD ASL Bowl Competition
Judges’ Score Sheet: ASL HAND SHAPE STORY
Judge Number: _________ Student Competitor Number: ___________
Traits:
1
2
3
4
5 Subtotal:
Theme
Incorporation
Tree of Life

Does not use the theme in
any way

Uses the theme
somewhat

Uses the theme in a
meaningful, creative, and
comprehensive way

/5

Time Limit

Runs well over three
minutes or well under 30
seconds in length

Runs just over three
minutes or just under 30
seconds in length

Runs between 30 seconds
and under three minutes in
length

/5

Introduction

Lacks many of the correct,
required elements and is
not in order, fingerspelling
is hard to read or is too fast

Lacks some of the
elements, not
fingerspelled, unclear
fingerspelling, may not be
in order

Wears no formality in
outfit, top is not solid and
provides very little contrast
to skin, not semi-formal
pants and shoes
Appears to be a copy or a
redone version of
something already created

Wears somewhat semiformal outfit, top is
mostly solid, provides a
little contrast, not semiformal pants or shoes
Has been used before, but
has a uniquely different
perspective

Includes student’s
fingerspelled first and last
name, genre type,
sequencing constraints,
fingerspelled title, all in
order
Wears semi-formal outfit,
solid top, adds contrast to
skin color, semi-formal
pants and shoes

Does not follow a certain
sequencing constraint

Follows, but mixes two or
more of the required
sequencing constraints,
causing confusion

Follows exactly as stated a
sequencing constraint: A to
Z, 1 to 15, hand shape set,
plays on a fingerspelled
word

/5

Includes many English
constructs and is more
linear than visual

Includes features from
both ASL and English,
English mouthing

Includes ASL syntactical
structures, Non Manual
Markers, and prosody

/5

Has multiple errors (3+)

Has 1-2 errors like
inaccurate handshape,
missing handshape, pause

Is error free

Has somewhat connected,
somewhat fully developed
and semi- clear ideas, has
a missing story part
Needs polishing on driving
the point home, energy,
and a professional look

Has cohesive,
comprehensive, and clear
ideas, has a beginning,
middle, and end
Hits the nail on the head,
very entertaining,
extremely professional

Apparel

Story
Originality

Sequencing
Constraints

ASL Grammar

Errors

Story Makes
Sense

Overall
Presentation

Total:

Notes:

Has disjointed, incomplete,
and unclear ideas,
beginning, middle, and end
are missing or unclear
Lacks a point, lacks luster,
and needs professionalism

Is unique, one-of-a-kind,
and singular in its content

/5

/5

/5

/5
/5
/5
/50

2019 GPSD ASL Bowl Competition
Judges’ Score Sheet: ASL POETRY
Judge Number: __________Student Competitor Number: __________
Traits:
1
2
3
4
5 Subtotal:
Theme
Incorporation
Tree of Life

Does not use the theme
in any way

Uses the theme somewhat

Uses the theme in a
meaningful, creative, and
comprehensive way

Time Limit

Runs well under 30
seconds or well over
three minutes in length

Runs almost 30 seconds or
just over three minutes in
length

Runs between 30 seconds
and three minutes in length

Introduction

Lacks many of the
correct, required
elements and is not in
order, fingerspelling is
hard to read or is too fast
No formality in outfit,
top is not solid, provides
no contrast to skin, not
semi-formal pants and
shoes
Appears to be a copy or a
redone version of
something already
created
It is mostly prose (like
storytelling)

Lacks some of the
elements, not
fingerspelled, unclear
fingerspelling, may not be
in order
Wears somewhat semiformal outfit, top is mostly
solid, provides a little
contrast, not semi-formal
pants or shoes
Has been used before, but
has a uniquely different
version

Includes student’s
fingerspelled first and last
name, genre type, spatial
patterns, fingerspelled title,
all in order
Wears semi-formal outfit,
solid top, adds contrast to
skin color, semi-formal pants
and shoes

It is a mixture of poetry
and prose

It is clearly poetic in its
artistic form

Includes many English
constructs

Includes features from
both ASL and English,
English mouthing

Includes ASL syntactical
structures, NMS, and prosody

Spatial
Pattern

Does not follow a certain
spatial pattern

Follows, but mixes two or
more of the required
spatial patterns, causing
confusion

Follows one of the required:
space or signing cohesion,
hand shape OR rhythm
usage, imagery OR
symbolism, non-manual
markers, personification

/5

Poem Makes
Sense

Has disjointed,
incomplete, and unclear
ideas

Has somewhat connected,
somewhat fully developed
and semi- clear ideas

Has cohesive,
comprehensive, and clear
ideas

/5

Overall
Presentation

Lacks a point, lacks
luster, and needs
professionalism

Needs polishing on driving
the point home, energy,
and a professional look

Hits the nail on the head,
very entertaining, extremely
professional

Apparel

Poem
Originality

Poetry vs.
Prose

ASL Grammar

Total:

Notes:

Is unique, one-of-a-kind, and
singular in its content

/5
/5

/5

/5
/5
/5
/5

/5
/50

